Form Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to Washington Headquarters Services, Directorate for Information Operations and Reports, 1215 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 1204, Arlington VA 22202-4302. Respondents should be aware that notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall be subject to a penalty for failing to comply with a collection of information if it does not display a currently valid OMB control number.
SPONSORING/MONITORING AGENCY NAME(S) AND ADDRESS(ES) 10. SPONSOR/MONITOR'S ACRONYM(S)

SPONSOR/MONITOR'S REPORT NUMBER(S)
DISTRIBUTION/AVAILABILITY STATEMENT
Approved for public release; distribution unlimited set. There are particular billets which require more effort and work than others (even those of higher rank) and there are other billets that require more time and effort than mine (even those of lower rank), but the bottom line is despite the billet, everyone in the same rank gets paid the same amount.
Promotion
Promotion to the next rank increases an individual's pay and is decided by a promotion board. However, there are certain service time limitations associated with some rank. For example, if captains do not get promoted to the next rank of Major in a certain amount of time, then they will be forced out of service. Therefore, it is in one's best interests to do the best he/she can to get promoted, one for pay purposes and two for those who want to make it a career, they must get promoted within their service limitations.
The mission of the Promotion Branch of the Marine
Corps is to, "conduct regular boards in order to ensure every Marine (officer and staff noncommissioned officer)
has a fair and equitable opportunity for advancement to the next grade. Provide support operations for accurate, timely, and quality service associated with all aspects of the officer and enlisted promotion processes" 2 . There are many procedures that Marines must go through to ensure that they remain competitive for promotion.
The How
The board consists of about twenty-one members who screen an individuals fitness reports and review the billets in which they have served. This is where the type of billet (and where) one served come into play. The fitness report is an evaluation tool that is used to measure one's performance (Marine Corps Performance and Evaluation System) 3 . It is a combination of two of the performance appraisal systems, the trait system and comparison system. 4 These two systems are used widely in the civilian sector but they are rarely combined as they are Another System?
The current system in place for promotion is as fair as it can be. There are, of course, exceptions to every rule but this has to do with being human. Sometimes people should not be promoted and vice versa. It does happen but not often. The current system that is in place does an outstanding job. The argument has been made in regards to just using someone's statistics but there is much more to a Marine than just whether he can run fast, shoot well, take good tests, look good in uniform, etc. Whether he/she can lead Marines is the key and that is what the current system addresses, an overall picture.
Conclusion
One might feel as though they rate more pay than someone senior in rank to them, but the bottom line is that is the pay system that the individuals signed up for. The
Promotion Branch does a pretty good job at ensuring equity in the promotion system. As was demonstrated, the promotion process falls on that individual Marine. He/she must perform and remain diverse to be competitive for promotion. They must also ensure that the job description used for evaluation is clear and understood by both parties. The Manpower division assigns individuals based on the needs of the Marine Corps. They conduct the job analysis and evaluation of certain billets to determine which ones merit more consideration than others. Manpower also do an excellent job of ensuring they fulfill the needs of the Marine Corps and keep Marines competitive for promotion by offering the right billets. There are cases of inequity that arise, but that will happen in any system that has human involvement. For the most part though, performance in the leading of Marines and remaining diverse
